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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, we will be dealing primarily with a special class 
of automata-mmximin automata. However, instead of giving a separate 
definition for maximin automata, a general formulation of automata is 
given which is similar to that of sequential machines introduced by 
Santos and Wee (1968). It is shown how the existing deterministic, 
nondeterministic and probabilistic automata fit into this formulation. 
Moreover, various other interesting classes of automata re given which 
have never appeared in any other paper before. 
The maximin automata, which is a particular class of the general 
definition, turn out to include both deterministic and nondeterministic 
automata s special cases. Moreover, its state transition function as 
well as initial distribution may be interpreted as grade of membership 
functions of fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965). 
Despite its generality, most of the basic concepts of existing autom- 
ata, e.g., equivalences, reduction, behaviors, etc. may be carried over 
to inaximin automata with appropriate modifications. Moreover, re- 
sults related to these basic concepts are generalizable to maximin 
automata. 
It is also worthwhile to observe the resemblance between mazdmin 
automata and probabilistic automata (Paz, 1966). This observation 
enables one to introduce similar concepts definable for probabilistic 
automata but not present in deterministic and nondeterministic au- 
tomata. 
II. GENERAL FORMULATION OF AUTOMATA 
DBFXmTmN. A pseudo automaton A is a system (U, S, f, F, h) where 
U is a finite non-empty set (inputs). 
S is a finite non-empty set (states). 
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f is a function from S X U X S X T into [0, 1] where T i s  a 
subset of the real line. In other words, f (s ,  u, s', t) E [0, 1] for 
every s, s r ~ S, u C U and t E T. (state transition function at 
time t). 
F is a subset of S (final states). 
h is a function from S X T into [0, 1]. (initial distribution). 
Remark.  If T = iV, the set of all natural numbers, then A is said to 
be discrete. If f and h are independent of T, then A is said to be sta- 
tionary. 
Elements of U are called input symbols. Finite sequences of input 
symbols are called input tapes. For convenience sake, we shall also 
consider the empty tape e, with the property xe = x = ex for every 
tape x. The collection of all input tapes is denoted by U*. Let x be a 
tape. Then lg(x) denotes the length of x. The tape y is a k-suffix of the 
tape x if x = zy for some tape z and lg(y) = k. 
DEFINITION. An automaton A* is a system (U, S, f*, F, h) where 
U, S, F and h are the same as that given above, f* is the same asf  given 
above with U* replacing U. 
Remark .  To each automaton A* there is associated in a natural manner 
a pseudo automaton A, i.e., f is the restriction off* to S X U X S X T. 
DEFINITION. A pseudo automaton is said to be of class e(C) if f and 
h satisfy a set C of constraints. 
D~FINITmN. If the pseudo automaton A associated with the automa- 
ton A*: is of class c(C), and A* can be obtained from A by a rule of 
extension R, consistent with C, which extends f uniquely into f*, then 
A* is said to belong to class C(C, R). 
III. CLASSES OF AUTOMATA 
Several classes of 'automata will be given below: 
1. Probubilistie automata C(Ce, Re): 
The constraints in Cp : for every s E S, u E U and n E N, it is true 
that 
~'~f (s ,u ,s ' ,n )  = 1 and ~_,h(s ' ,n )  = 1. 
st EB sr E,S 
The rule of extension Re :f* is defined by induction on lg(u*), u* E U*, 
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if s= ! 
:*(8, e, 8, n) = 
if s~s  
f * (8 ,  * ' * " ' uu,  s ,n )  = ~f* (s ,  u ,  s ,  n)f(s:', u, s ,  n + lg(u*)). 
s~E 8 
2. Deterministic automata e (CD,  RD): CD is the same as Cp plus 
the additiona! constraints which states that the range of f and h con- 
sist of only two numbers, 0 and i. Ro  is the same as Re .  
3. iVIaximin automata e (CA,  RA) : CA is an empty  set, i.e., there are 
no constraints. 
(1 if s = s / 
f*(s, e, s', n) = t 
[0 if s~s  
! It i 
f*(s, u'u, s, n) = Max Min {f*(s, u*, s , n), f(s",  u, s ,  n -~ lg(u*))} 
sr~ E S 
Remark. An interesting subclass of e(Ca,  RA) is the class of all maxi- 
rain automata satisfying the constraints 
Max f(s, u, s', n) = 1 and Maxh( J ,n )  = 1 
s' E,S s" E S 
for every s E S, u E U and n ~ N. Automata belonging to this subclass 
will be called restricted maximin automata. 
4. Nondeterministic automata e(C~, Rr):  The only constraint in 
C~ is that the range of f and h consist of only two numbers, 0 and 1. 
R~ is the same as RA. 
5. Minimax automata e(Cr,  Rr): Cz is empty. 
f*(8, e ,s ' ,n )  = {: if ss=S'~s' 
f*(s, u'u, s', n) = Min Max {f*(s, u*, s , n), f (s  , u, s ,  n -~ lg(u*))} 
s~E 8 
6. Composite automata e(Cc, Re) : Cc is empty, fc* =afa*  -~bfl* 
where a and b are real numbers uch that a -~ b = 1, and the subscripts 
C, A and I refer to C(Cc, Re), e(Cx, RA) and e(C~, Rx), respectively. 
7. Max-Product automata e(Cr ,  Rf )  : C~ is empty. 
I , 1 if s=s  f*(s, e, 8, n) = 
(0 if s ~ s' 
f*(8, * ' " ' u u, s ,n )  = N'Iax f*(s, u*, s ,  n ) . f ( s  '~, u, s,  n + lg(u*)). 
s~ E 8 
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Remark. One may consider, in a similar manner, restricted nonde- 
terministic, minimax, composite and max-product automata. 
8. Fixed automata ~(Cx,  Rx): C:r is empty. 
2 f*(s, uu*, s', t) = f(s, u, s, t). 
Remark. The definitions given above for probabilistic, deterministic 
and nondeterministic automata re equivalent to the usual ones. The 
other classes, on the other hand, are new. 
IV. BEHAVIORS OF MAXIMIN AUTOMATA 
In this, as well as the subsequent sections, we shall confine our discus- 
sion to stationary maximin automata. The symbol A*, with or without 
subscripts, will always denote maximin automaton. 5~[oreover, all 
automata will be assumed to have the same input set U. Thus an au- 
tomaton will be represented by (S, f*, F, h) with U being suppressed. 
It is interesting to note that maximin automata include both de- 
terministic and nondeterministic automata s special cases. Moreover, 
the state transition function f as well as the initial distribution h may 
be interpreted as grade of membership functions of fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 
1965). 
The response function of A* is defined to be 
rf(A*, u*, s) = 5iax Min {h(s'), f*(s', u*, s)}. 
s~C~ 
In case no confusion is likely to arise, we shall simply write rf(u*, s) 
instead of rf(A*, u*, s). If h(s) is concentrated at sk, i.e., h(sk) = 1 
and h(s) = 0 for s ~ sk, then 
rf(u*, s) * s). = f (sk, U*, 
Let s E S and 0 < k < 1. s is an accessible state of A* with threshold 
), iff (if and only if) there exists u* C U* such that rf(u*, s) > )~. Sx 
Will denote all such states, s is an accessible state of A* iff for all 0 =< 
k < 1, S is an accessible state of A* with threshold ),. S will denote all 
such states. Clearly, S = f3{ ~ : 0 =< )~ < 1}. 
T~EORE~ 1. I f  S is an accessible state of A* with threshold )~, then there 
exists u* ~ U* such that if(u*, s) > k and lg(u*) < IS[  where { S [ 
denotes the number of elements in S. 
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists m* ~ U* such that rf(uo*, s) > h. 
Let uo* = ui~ui2 .." ui~. If n < I S I, it is trivial. Thus assume n >= { S [. 
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From the definition of rf, there exist s~ 0 , sh ,  s~, --. , s~ such that 
h(sio) > k andf*(si~_l, ui~, si~) > X for k = 1, 2, .. • , n where s~ = s. 
Since n >= I S l among s~ o, sh,  "'" , si~, there are at ]east two which 
are the same, say s~j and s~ where j < l. Let ul* = uh " "  u~u~z+l "'" 
ui~, then rf(ul*, s) > k. If lg(ul*) _>- I S I, repeat he same argument. 
In this manner, one obtains the desired u*. 
THEOREM 2. I f  S is an accessible state of A*, then there exists u* C U* 
such that rf(u*, s) = 1 and lg(u*) < I S I. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, there exists u~* E U* such that rf(u~*, s) > 1 - 
( l /n)  and lg(u~*) < IS[  fo rn  = 1, 2, . . .  . Since the set of al lu* 
where lg(u*) < I S I is finite, there exists a j  such that 77(uj*, s) > 1 - 
( l /n )  for infinitely many n. Thus rf(u3*, s) = 1. 
The above theorems provide a practical method for determining Sx 
and $. 
A generalization of the concept of accessible states is the concept of 
accessible initial distributions. An initial distribution h is said to be an 
accessible initial distribution of A* with threshold X iff there exists 
u* ~ U* such that for every s E S, h(s) > X iff rf(u*, s) > X. h i san 
accessible initial distribution of A* iff for every 0 <- X < 1, h is an ac- 
cessible initial distribution of A* with threshold ~,. h is a strictly ac- 
cessible initial distribution of A* ~ there exists u* ~ U* such that h(s) = 
rf(u*, s) for all s C S. Clearly, if h is a strictly accessible irdtial distribu- 
tion of A*, then h is an accessible initial distribution of A ~. 
T~on~M 3. I f  h is an accessible initial distribution of A* with threshold 
X, then there exists u* ~ U* such that lg(u*) < 2 Isl and for every S: ~ S, 
h(s) > Xiff rf(u*, s) > X. ~ i 
Proof. Similar to Theorem 1. 
It  is sometimes convenient to consider maximin tables and maximin 
pre-tables. Maximin tables are maximin automata without initial 
distribution. Maximin pre-tab]es are maximin tables without the finM 
states. They are well-defined since the rule of extension R~ does ~not 
depend on the initial distribution or the final states. The symbols 
a* and 0", with or without subscripts, will be reserved for maximin 
tables and pre-tables, respectively. A maximin automaton having f~* 
as its maximin table and hi¢s initial distribution will be denoted by 
(~*, h). If h is concentrated at s, we also write (ft*, s) for (f~*, h). A 
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maximin table having 0* as its pre-table and F its final states Mll be 
denoted by (0", F). 
Let fh* -- (S~, f~*, F~) and i22" = ($2, fs*, F2) where S~ I"1 S~ = S2f 
(empty set). The direct sum of fh* * " and ~s is a maximin table ~* -t- 0~* 
defined by (S, f*, F) where S = $1 O S:,  F = Fs U F~ and for every 
uEU,  
f(s, u, s') = fs(s, u, s') if s, s' E S~ 
=f2(s,u,s') if s , s 'ES~ 
= 0 otherwise 
Let As* = ($1, f1*, Fs, hi) and As* = (Ss, fs*, F~, h2). The direct 
product of As*and *" " " * * A: as the maxamm automaton A1 X As defined by 
(S, f*, F, h) where S = Ss X $2, F = F1 X Fs, and for every sl, 
sl' E Ss, ss, ss' E Ss, u E U, 
f((sl, ss), u, (sl', ss')) = min {fl(sl, u, st'), f~(s~, u, ss')} 
h((s~, s2)) = min {hs(ss), h~(ss)}. 
The behavior of A* with threshold Xis defined to be the set 
B(A*, X) = {u* E U* :Max if(u*, s) > X} 
sEF 
THEOREM 4. B(A*, X) ¢ ~ iff there exists u* E B(A*, X) such that 
< I s I. 
Proof. FoUows from Theorem 1. 
T~EOREM 5. B(AI*, X) fl B(As*, X) ¢ ~ iff there xists u* E B(As*, X) 
I"1 B(A,*, X) such that lg(u*) < I Sx I X I S2 1. 
Proof. Let A* = As* X A~*. The conclusion follows from Theorem 4 
and the fact that u* E B(A*, X) iff u* E B(As*, X) (1 B(As*, X). 
T~EOREM 6. For every A* and 0 < X < 1, there xists a nondeterministic 
automaton ~x* such that B(A*, X) = B(Ax*, 0). 
Proof. Let A* = (S, f*, F, h) and define A-x* = (S, fx*, F,/~x) where 
{: if f>X 
h= if f=<X 
I1 if h>X 
/~- - [0  if h<X 
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Clearly, A~* is nondeterministic. Moreover, B(A*, ),) = B(A~*, 0) 
Let X ~ U*, X is said to be regular iff X = B(D*, 0) for some 
deterministic automaton D*. Characterizations of regular sets can be 
found elsewhere. 
THEOREM 7. For every A* and 0 <= ~ < 1, B(A*, k) is regular. 
Proof. Let A* = (S, f*, F, h) and define D* = (S . ,  fD*, FD, hD) 
where SD = 2 ~, the collection of all subsets of S, 
FD = {S' C S~:S 'AF~ ~/  and for everyu~ U,S '~ S ,S  t '~  S, 
fD(S ' ,u ,S" )  = i if S '~ = lsC S : f ( s ' ,u , s )  > h forsome 
s' E S'} 
= 0 otherwise 
h,(S ' )  = 1 if S' = {s~ S :h (s )  > ~} 
= 0 otherwise 
Clearly D* is deterministic. Moreover, B(A*, ~) = B(D*, 0). 
We shall conclude this section by noting the 'equivalence' between 
maximin sequential machines (Santos, 1969) A and restricted maximin 
automata. The proof is similar to that given by the author (1969) ~ 
where the equivalence between stochastic sequential machines and prob- 
abilistic automata was shown. One need only replace summation and 
product by maximum and minimum, respectively. Due to this equiva- 
lence, maximin sequential machines and maximin automata behave 
similarly in many respects. 
V. EQUIVALENCES AND HO~OMORPHISMS OF MAXIMIN AUTOMATA 
Let A* = (S, f*, F, h) be a maximin automaton, /ca nonnegative 
integer and 0 =< ~ < 1. The k-behavior of A* with threshold ), is the set 
Bk(A*,k)  = {u*C U* : Max if(u*, s) > k and lg(u*) =< k}. 
SEF 
oo 
Clearly, B(A*, ~) = [J B~(A*, k). 
k~0 
Various types of equivalence will be defined below: 
X,]c A * * 1. A~* ~"~2 iff Bk(A~ , ),) = B~(A~*, ),). Otherwise, 
AI* ~ A~*. 
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2. A I* X~ A 2 * iff A I* ~ A * s for /c = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  Otherwise, 
X , 
AI* ~/~ A~ . 
3. AI*~A~* iff Al~X~As. for all 0 =< X < 1. Otherwise, 
AI* ~ As*. 
X * 4. AI*~A~* iff At*~'As for all 0< X< 1. Otherwise, 
11" ~ As*. 
The following lemmas are immediate consequences of the above 
definitions: 
L~a~A l .  Az* ~ J ,* iff B(A1, X) = B(A2*, X). 
LEPTA 2. AI* ~ A2* iff Max rf(Al*, u*, s) = Max rf(As*, u*, s) for 
~EF sEP 
all u* E U* where lg(u*) <: k. 
L~A 3. AI* ~ As* iff Max rf(Ax*, u*, s) = Max rf(A2*, u*, s) for 
~EF sEF 
all u* E U*. 
A* is said to be connected with threshold X iff S = Sx. A* is con- 
nected iff for every 0 _-__ X < 1, A* is connected with threshold X. Clearly, 
A* is connected iff S = S. A* is totally connected with threshold X iff 
every initial distribution is accessible from A* with threshold X. A* is 
totally connected iff for every X, A* is totally connected with threshold ~. 
A* is strictly connected iff every initial distribution is strictly accessible 
from A*. Clearly, A* is totally connected iff every initial distribution is 
accessible from A*. Moreover, if A* is strictly connected, then A* is 
totally connected and connected. 
TttEOlaE~ 8. For every A* and 0 ~ X < 1, there exists a maximin 
automaton Ax* connected with threshold X such ~hat A* ~ Ax*. 
Proof. Let A* = (S, ~ ,  F, h) and Ax* = (Sx, h*, /?x, ]~x) where 
{fo if f>x  
]x= if f<X 
{: if h>X 
]~x= if h=<X 
fi*x* has the desired properties. 
T~oR~a 9. / f  (a*, h) x,~l (a*, h') but (a*, h) ~ (a*, h'), then for 
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every j = 1, 2, • • • , k -- 1, there exist hi and h /such  that (~*, h¢) x'Jsi 
(a*, h/) ~ut (a*, h~) ~ (a*, h/). 
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists Uo* E U* such that lg(uo*) = /c 
and say Max~e~ rf(A'*uo*, s) > X but Max~e~ rf(A'*, uo*, s) <__ X where 
A* = (t~*, h) and A'* = fit*, h'). Let u~* -- uhu~2 .. • u~ and for 1 < j __< 
/c -  1, let u~* = u~u,:~ . . .  u~, where r = k -  3". Define hi(s) = 
rf(A*, u~*, s) and h i (s )  = rf(A'*, ui*, s). The initial distributions h~. 
and h /have  the desired properties. 
Two initial distributions h~ and h~ are indistinguishable with threshold 
Xiff for every sE  S, h~(s) > Xi f f  h~(s) > X. In symbols, h~ x h2. 
Clearly, h~ -= h2 iff for every 0 = X < 1, hi x h~. 
Given ~t* and initial distributions h~ and h2 define: 
(~*, h~) x~ (~,, h2). Otherwise, h~ ~ h2. 
hiX~h~ for k=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  Otherwise, 
1. hi ~ h2 iff 
2. h i~h~ iff 
h~ ~ h2. 
3. hl~'~ h~ iff 
h i  ,~  h2 . 
h~ ~L h2 for every 0 < X < 1. Otherwise, 
If hi and h2 are concentrated at sl and s2, respectively, then we also 
x.k ~ and sl write si ~-~ s~, si s~ ~-~ s2 for hi x~ h2, hi x h2 and hi ~-~ h2, 
respectively. Clearly, h~ x h2 implies hi x h~. 
T~EOnEM 10. I f  (~t*, hi) ~ (~*, h2) zehere q = 2 lSr -- 1, then (ft*, hi) 
x (a*, h2). 
Proof. Consider the set H of all initial distributions. Let P~ and P 
denote, respectively, the equivalence classes of H under x/,~k and x .  
Clearly I Pk ] =< I Pk+1 I =< P for every k. Since h~ =x h2 implies hi x h2, 
therefore P is finite. Indeed ]P I =< 2~I = q + 1. By the previous theo- 
rem, if P~ = Pk÷l for some k, then P~ = P~+~ = P for all nonnegative 
integer j. Thus Pq = P~+~ = P and the theorem follows. 
CO~OLLAmC. I f  (ft*, hi) ~L (ft*, h2) where q = 2 Isl -- 1, then (ft*, hi) 
(~*, h2). 
~I~Eo~E~ 11. Al* x • ~A2 if fAi  *)~ * 2 Is~l+lsel A2 where r = -- 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume Si fl S~ = ~;. Let A~* = 
(~2~*, h). A~* = (fiB*, he), ft* = ~* + ft2* and 
hl'(s) = hi(s) if sE  S1 
=0 if sES2 
h~'(s) = h~(s) if sE  S~ 
=0 if s~St .  
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Since (~*, hi') ~ (~1", hi) and (f~*, h2') ~ (~2", h~), the conclusion 
follows from Theorem 10. 
COROLLARY. AI* ~ As* iff At* ~ A2* where r = 21zl)+3~I - 1. 
Let A~* = (S~, fl*, F~, hi) and A2* = (S~, f2*, F2, h2). A homo- 
morphism from A~* onto A2* with threshold ~ is a mapping ~ from $1 
I /! 
onto S: such that for every s,  s E S~ and u E U, 
P 8 !t ) f~(s, u, > x iff £(~,(s'), u, ~,(s")) > x 
h~(s') > X iff h~(~(s')) > X 
sEF1  implies ~(s) E F2 
is a strong homomorphism with threshold X iff ~ is a homomorphism 
with threshold ~ and s E F~ iff ~(s) E F2. ~ is an isomorphism with 
threshold )~ iff ~ is a strong homomorphism with threshold ~ that is 
one-one. ~ is a homomorphism (strong homomorphism, isomorphism) 
iff for every 0 _-< i < 1, ¢ is a homomorphism (strong homomorphism, 
isomorphism) with threshold X. The symbols -~, ~,  and ~ will denote 
homomorphic, strong homomorphic and isomorphic with threshold X, 
respectively. The symbols -% ~ and ~-~ are similarly defined. 
h $ 
THEOREM 12. AI* ~ A2 implies AI* ~ A~*. 
Proof. Clearly, B(A~*, ~) C B(A2*, ~). Let u* E B(A2*, i), then 
~* there exists s C F, such that rf(A~*, u*, ~(s)) > X. Since AI* ~2 , 
s E F~. Thus u* ~ B(AI*, ~). 
Co~o~in¥.  A~* ~ A~* implies A~* ~ A~*. 
THEOREM 13. I f  Ax* is totally connected with threshold ~ and A~* ~ A * 2 
then A ~* ~ *" " * A~ ~mplzes A~ ~ As*. 
Proof. Let So ~ F~ and h the initial distribution concentrated at so. 
Since A~* is totally connected with threshold X, there exists u* E U* 
such that rf(A~*, u*, so) > X and rf(A~*, u*, 8) <= )~ for s ~ so. Thus 
rf(A2*, u*, ~(so)) > )~ and rf(A~*, u*, ~(s)) =< ~ for s ~ So. Moreover, 
u* ~ B(A~*, k) = B(A~*, ~). Hence ~(s0) E F~. 
COROlLaRY. I f  A~* is totally connected and A~* ~ AN*, then A~* ~ A~* 
implies A ~* ~ As*. 
vI. REDUCTION OF MAXIMIN AUTOMATA 
Two maximin tables ~* and f~* are statewise quivalent with thresh- 
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old k iff for every s C S1, there exists s' E $2 such that (ill*, s) 
(il2*, s') and vice-versa. In symbols, tl~ * ~ tl~*. Otherwise ~1" ~ il * 2 • 
i11" ~ t12* iff for every 0 _<- k < 1, ilx N il~ . Otherwise tl~* ~ 92". 
tl~* and t12* are distributionwise equivalent with threshold ~ iff for every 
hi,  there exists h~ such that (~I*, hi) ~ (t~2*, h2) and vice-versa. In 
symbols, ill* ~ tl~ *. Otherwise, ttl* ~ I12". tll* ~ 9~* iff for every 0 =< 
k < 1, tl~* ~ th*. Otherwise ill* ~ 13~*. 
A maximin table il* is statewise (distributionwise) minimal with 
threshold k iff it is not statewise (distributionwise) equivalent with 
threshold k to any maximia table with fewer number of states, ft* is 
8tt St /z statewise irreducible with threshold ~, iff s', E S such that ~ s im- 
plies s' = s ~'. tl* is distributionwise irreducible with threshold k iff 
h~ ~ h~ implies h~ _x h~. il* is statewise (distributioawise) minimal 
(irreducible) iff for every 0 = ~ < 1, tl* is statewise (distributionwise) 
minimal (irreducible) with threshold k. Clearly, distributionwise irreduc- 
ible (with threshold k) implies statewise irreducible (with threshold k). 
THEOREM 14. ~1" is statewise minimal with threshold k iff 9.* is statewise 
irreducible with threshold ~. 
Proof. Let ~* = (S, f*, F). Suppose ~t* is not statewise irreducible 
with threshold ~. There exist so, s~ C S such that so ~ sl and sq ~ s~. 
Define ill* = ($I ,  fl*, F1)where $I -- S - {so}, FI = F - {s~} and for 
every s, s' ~ S~, u ~ U, 
f~(s, u, s ~) = f(s, u, s') if s' ~ s~ 
f l (s ,  u, s~) = ~Iax {f(s, u, so), f(s, u, s~)} 
Clearly, tl* ~ ll~* where [ S~I < I S I. Thus t2* is not statewise minimal 
with threshold ~,. Conversely. Suppose ~* is not statewise minimal with 
threshold ~. Then ~* ~5 ~* for some ~lx* with I $1 i < I S ]. Thus there 
8:z 8 ~t exist s 5 Sx and s,  ~ S with s' ~ such that (il*, s') ~5 (fix*, s) and 
(e*, s ~') ~ (tl~*, s). Hence, (il*, s') ~ (~1", [ )  or s' ~ [ .  This shows 
that 12" is not statewise irreducible with threshold h. 
Cono~nY.  il* is statewise minimal iff il* is statewise irreducible. 
T~EonE~ 15. I f  tl* is distributionwise irreducible with threshold A, then 
tl* is distributionwise minimal with threshold ~. 
Proof. Let ~2" = (S, f*, F).  Suppose fl* x 9x* for some ~2x* such that 
I Sxl < I S I- Let H and H~ denote, respectively, the collections of all 
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initial distributions of ~* and ~h*. Also, let P and P~ denote, respectiwly, 
the equivalence classes of H and H1 under x .  Clearly, I Pl l  < I PI.  
Thus there exist h~ C H1 and h', h" E H with h' ~ h" such thut (ft*, h') 
x (ih*, h~) and (~*, h") x (~,,  h~). Therefore (~*, h') x (~,, h") or 
h' x h", a contradiction. 
CO~OLLt~aY~ I f  ~* is distributionwise irreducible, then ~* is distribution- 
wise minimal. 
THEOREM 16. ftl* NX fa~* implies ~* ~ ~*. 
Proof. For every s C $1, define T(s) -- Is' C $2 : (91", s) 0~ (~2", s')}. 
T(s) #~ by hypothesis. Given hi, define h~ as follows: 
h2(s) = 1 if for some s 'E S~,hl(s') > ~ and sE T(s') 
= 0 otherwise 
Clearly, (~*, h~) x (ft~*, h~). In a similar manner, one proves that for 
every h~, there exists h~ such that (~h*, h~) ~ (fl~*, h~). Thus 11~* ~ ~t2*. 
Cono~.~RY. fh* ~'~ ~* implies ~* ~.~ fl~*. 
Cono~Rv.  I f  ~* is distributionwise minimal (with threshold X ), then 
~* is statewise minimal (with threshold ~). 
VII. DEFINITE MAXIMIN AUTOMATA 
Let p >= 0 and X C U*. X is said to be weakly p definite iff for all 
x E U* such that lg(x) _>- p. x E X iff the p-sufSx of x belongs to X. 
For p > 1, X is p definite iff X is weakly p definite but not weakly p - 1 
definite. X is 0 definite iff X is weakly 0 definite. X is definite iff X is p 
definite for some p. 
A maximin automata A* is said to be definite (p definite, weakly p 
definite) with threshold h fff B(A*, ~) is definite (p definite, weakly p 
definite). A* is definite (p definite, weakly p definite) iff for all 0 < 
}, < 1, A* is definite (p definite, weakly p definite) with threshold k. 
A maximin table ~t* is said to be weakly p definite with threshold 
iff for every initial distributions h~ and h2 and u* E U* with lg(u*) >= p, 
Max rf(Al*, u*, 8) > X iff Max rf(A2*, u*, s) > k 
sEF s~g 
where A~* - -  (~*, h~) and A2* = (~*, h~). A maximin pre-table 0" is said 
to be weakly p definite with threshold ~ iff for every initial distributions 
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hi and h~ and u* C U*, with lg(u*) > p, s ~ S, 
Max Min {hl(s'), f* ( s', u*, s) I 
s '  E,~ 
> X iff Max Min {h2(s'), f*(s', u*, s)} > h. 
s~ ES 
For p => 1, ~),*(0") is p definite with threshold h iff 9*(t~*) is weakly p 
definite with threshold hbut not weakly p -- 1 definite with threshold k. 
~*(0") is 0 definite with threshold k iff ~t*(0*) is weakly 0 definite with 
threshold ~. ~*(0") is definite with threshold h iff ~*(0") is p definite 
with threshold ~ for some p. It*(0*) is definite (p definite, weakly p 
definite) iff for 0 < }, < 1, .q*(0*) is definite (p definite, weakly p 
definite) with threshold h. 
Clearly, if 0* is weakly p definite (with threshold ~), then ~* = (0", F) 
is weakly p definite (with threshold ~). 
TItEOREM 17. I f  ~* = (0", F) is distributionwise irreducible with thresh- 
old ~ and weakly p definite with threshold ~, then 0* is weakly p definite 
with threshold ~. 
Proof. Suppose ~t* is weakly p definite with threshold ~, then for every 
h~, h~, and u0*, u* ~ U* such that lg(u*) ~ p, 
Max rf(Al*, uo*u*, s) > X iff Max rf(A:*, uo*u*, s) > X 
sEF sEF 
where AI* = (9", h~) and A~* = (It*, h~). Let h3(s) = rf(Al*, Uo*, s), 
h4(s) = rf(A2*, u0*, s) and A3* = (9*, h3), A4* = (e*, h4), then 
Max rf(A3*, u*, s) > ~ iff Max rf(A4*, u*, s) > 
sEP sEF 
or h3 ~ h4. Since ~t* is distributionwise irreducible with threshold ~, 
ha =~ ha . Hence 0* is weakly p definite with threshold ~. 
T~EoeE~ 18. I f  A* = (~*, h) is totally conneded with threshold )~ and 
weakly p definite with threshold X, then ~* is weakly p definite with thresh- 
old k. 
Proof. For every h~ and h~ there exist u~*, u~*~ U* such that 
h~ ~ if(A*, u~*, s) and/h ~ rf(A*, u~*, s). Since A* is weakly p definite 
with threshold h, for every u* E U with lg(u*) > p, 
Max if(A*, ui*u*, s) > h iff Max if(A*, u * * ~u,s )  > ~ 
sEF s~F 
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Let AI* = (~*, hi) and As* = (12", h~), then 
Max rf(Al*, u*, s) > X iff Max rf(A2*, u*, s) > X 
sEF  sEF  
or a* is weakly p definite with threshold X. 
TH~ORE~ 19. a* is weakly p definite with threshold X implies A* = 
(ft*, h) is weakly p definite with threshold X. 
Proof. Le~ u~*, us*, u* E U* such that lg(u*) > p and hi(s) = 
rf(A*, ul*, s), h~(s) = if(A*, Us*, s). Let AI* = (ft*, hl) and A2* = 
(ft*, h2), then Maxs~F if(A*, ul*u*, s) = MaxseF rf(Al*, u*, s) and 
Max~F rf(A*, * * us u , s) = Maxse~ rf(A2*, u*, s). Since MaxseF rf(Al*, 
u*, s) > X iff Max,eF rf(A2*, u*, s) > X, therefore Max, e~ rf(A*, 
u~ u , s) > X iff Max ,~ rf(A*, us*u*, s) > X. Thus A* is weakly p 
definite with threshold X. 
THEOREM 20. I f  A* = (~*, h) = (0", F, h) where A* is totally con- 
nected (with threshold X) and ~2" is distributionwise irreducible (with 
threshold X), then the following are equivalent: 
1. A* is p definite (with threshold X) 
2. ft* is p definite (with threshold X) 
3. O* is p definite (with threshold X) 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 17, 18 and 19. 
TgEOREM 21. I f  ~* is 0 definite with threshold X, then F = S or F = f2~. 
t 8tt "11,* Proof. For every s,  E S and E U*, Max~ee rf(Al*, u*, s) > X 
iff Ma~,~e rf(A2*, u*, s) > X where Ax* = (ff ,  s') and A~* = ( f f ,  s"). 
Takeu* = e, thens 'EF i f f s "  EF .  ThusF  = SorF= ~.  
THEOREM 22. I f  ~2" is p definite with threshold X where p >. 1, then there 
exist h~ and h~ such that h~ ~ h~ but h~ x~ h~ . 
Proof. Since t2* is not weakly p - 1 definite with threshold X there 
• > P p 
exist u0* E U* with lg(u0 ) = p -- 1 and h~, h~ suchthat, say, Max, e~ 
rf(A'2*, uo*, s) > X but Max, eF rf(A~'*, m*, s) <= X, where AI'* = (a*, 
hi') and A~* = (ff ,  h2'). However, ft* is weakly p definite, therefore for 
t ,  , . * * 8 everyu E U, NIax~eF rf(A1 , u~ u, s) > ~ iff Max, ev rf(A~ , uo u, ) > 
X. Let hi(s) = rf(Ax , uo , s) and h~(s) = rf(A~ , uo , s). h~ and h~ a e 
the desired properties. 
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